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INTERACTIVE

Check the Tech

Pre-Read Material :

Did you read it?

4989 6248

Go to menti.com and use code 4989 6248 or access the link in the chat window
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Meet Your Guidehouse Facilitator
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JAMIE BOND |  Associate Director
Nearly 20 years supporting the energy industry 

transformation, from shifts in sector technology and 

reimagined business models to stakeholder 

engagement and education. Hundreds of 

facilitation hours supporting dozens of stakeholder 

groups and workshops.



WORKSHOP II:   Current Affordability Challenges 

CONVENE
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Welcome & Workshop I Review Guidehouse

LIAC Sub-teams Assignments
Guidehouse

All (GH Facilitated)
75-90 min

Customer Demographic – Approach to 

Analysis 

Duke Energy 

Analytics Leads

BREAK

P
A

R
T

 I
I

Customer Demographic – Findings & 

Trends

Duke Energy 

Analytics Leads

Round Table All (GH Facilitated) 60-75 min

Wrap-up & Look Ahead Guidehouse

ADJOURN

NC Low Income Collaborative 
Agenda | September 16, 2021
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SESSION OBJECTIVES

▪ Review findings of customer demographic analytics & 
trends research

▪ Establish sub-teams and sub-team tasks
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INTERACTIVE

Welcome

Check the Tech:

Who’s in “the room”?

4989 6248

Go to menti.com and use code 4989 6248 or access the link in the chat window
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WORKSHOP I 
REVIEW
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NC Low Income Affordability Collaborative

Collaborative Objective Tasks

Assess Challenges: Assessing current energy 

affordability challenges facing residential 

customers

1.a) Demographics of residential customers

1.b) Estimate of LMI customers

1.c) Analysis of patterns and trends concerning  

usage, disconnections for nonpayment,  

delinquency histories, and write-offs

Define Affordability: Developing metrics or 

definitions for “affordability” in the context of the 

Company’s provision of service in its North 

Carolina service territory and explore trends in 

affordability

2.a) Benchmark definition of “affordability”

2.b) Propose LI program eligibility criteria

Assess Current State: Investigating the 

strengths and weaknesses of existing rates, 

rate design, billing practices, customer 

assistance programs and energy efficiency 

programs in addressing affordability

3.a) Identify program success metrics and KPIs

3.b) Identify eligibility and participation rates

3.c) Determine impact on participant energy burden

3.d) Develop position on value existing prgms

3.e) Determine appropriateness of specific prgms

3.f) Assess cost-causation and allowance

3.g) Assess COS impact on rate design / affordability

3.h) Identify practice modifications needed

3.i) Identify available funding sources and need

3.j) Assess program delivery coordination issues

Reference: Docket No. E-7, SUB 1214 | Application by Duke Energy Carolinas, LLC, for Adjustment of Rates and Charges Applicable to Electric Utility Service in North Carolina | Order 

Accepting Stipulations, Granting Partial Rate Increase , and Requiring Customer Notice | Evidence and Conclusion for Finding of Fact NOS. 52–54

How We Got 
Here
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Additional thoughts shared by respondents …

▪ We seek to ensure participants at different levels of knowledge understand.

▪ We all need to be transparent in our goals and objectives (no hidden agendas).

▪ We value racial equity and will explore any potential racial disparities in utility 

affordability and access.

▪ We recognize that access to electric utility service is a basic human need.

▪ We tackle the problem at a scale sufficient for alleviating widespread energy 

burdens.

LIAC Input Survey Results Summary (Core Principles)

Duke Energy and the Public Staff of the North Carolina Utilities Commission hosted Workshop 1 (WS1) of the Low Income Affordability Collaborative 

(LIAC) on July 29, 2021. Following WS1, Guidehouse requested input from LIAC members, via an online survey, to help inform the future direction 

and focus areas of the Collaborative over the next 12 months. This section summarizes the results of the LIAC Input Survey. 

Total number respondents 26

Percent of total LIAC organizations 

that provided input
53%

Percent of LIAC organizations 

present at WS1 that provided input
83%

LIAC organizations not present at 

WS1 that provided input
1

INPUT PARTICIPATION

Ten core principles ranked by level of importance to 

the LIAC’s ability to meet its 12-month objectives
WE COME PREPARED 
it is our individual responsibility 

to come prepared to participate 

in Collaborative discussions and 

to support Collaborative tasks

WE VALUE 

RESPECTFUL DEBATE
we embrace respectful debate 

as a valuable part of achieving 

the best outcomes and do not 

see debate of ideas as an 

attack on the people who hold 

those ideas

WE OFFER SOLUTIONS 
when we raise issues, we also 

present viable solutions

1

2 

3

TOP 3 CORE PRINCIPLES



4%

27%

69%

Do you agree that the objectives listed above 

represent the primary objectives of the NC 

Low Income Affordability Collaborative?

YES, these are the 

NC LIAC primary 

objectives.

YES, however the 

list of NC LIAC 

objectives is not 

complete.

NO, these are not 

the NC LIAC primary 

objectives.

YES, however …

- Ultimate Collaborative recommendations "should include a mix of proposed 

programs that can be implemented in the near term and those that will require 

additional lead time to implement due to complexities." 

- Ultimate Collaborative proposals should "include both elements of rate design 

and programs that can be layered on top of existing or future rate plans," be 

implemented by petition before the next general rate case, proposals that 

Duke could bring forward in its next general rate  case, and "have been fully 

costed out".

- Revise the objectives to capture all the provisions of the Commission's Order.

LIAC Input Survey Results Summary (LIAC Objectives)

PROPOSED LIAC OBJECTIVES

No. Lacks objectives related to commitments, 

changes, or action by Duke Energy to improve energy 

affordability. 

The overarching objective of the collaborative is to 

improve energy affordability, which can’t be done without 

a utility agreeing to change the existing rates, programs, 

billing practices etc.1) ASSESS AFFORDABILITY CHALLENGES:

▪ Prepare an assessment of current energy 

affordability challenges facing residential 

customers of North Carolina

2) DEFINE AFFORDABILITY:

▪ Develop metrics or definitions for “affordability” 

in the context of the Company’s provision of 

service in its North Carolina service territory and 

explore trends in affordability

3) INVESTIGATE CURRENT STATE:

▪ Investigate the strengths and weaknesses of 

existing rates, rate design, billing practices, 

customer assistance programs and energy 

efficiency programs in addressing affordability

4) DEVELOP RECOMENDATIONS:

▪ Submit Collaborative feedback on the 

effectiveness of existing customer assistance 

programs and energy efficiency programs in 

addressing affordability issues in NC

▪ Submit Collaborative recommendations 

regarding any new programs, rate schedules, and 

funding mechanisms to better address 

affordability issues in NC

YES, however …

- DER should be listed consistently with EE as something 

considered for addressing affordability

- Would be good to also analyze how well the utility partners with 

other low-income programs (WAP, LIHEAP and others)

- Include component about identifying specific customers who 

might need assistance. (It's one thing to develop a program but 

quite another to target the right audience.)

- Consider an analysis of disconnections,  arrearages and/or call 

center call analysis to screen for people who are having trouble 

paying their bills

YES, however revise Objective 1 to INCLUDE the number, 

location, income level, housing type, ownership and racial 

makeup of households facing unaffordable

YES, however in Objective 2, we must directly address the 

impact of past due utility bills exacerbated in pandemic.

We will need a payment structure to enable folks to both pay off 

their past bill without additional hardship AND have a lower (low-

income) rate.
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Additional thoughts shared by respondents …

▪ We seek to ensure participants at different levels of knowledge understand.

▪ We all need to be transparent in our goals and objectives (no hidden agendas).

▪ We value racial equity and will explore any potential racial disparities in utility 

affordability and access.

▪ We recognize that access to electric utility service is a basic human need.

▪ We tackle the problem at a scale sufficient for alleviating widespread energy 

burdens.

LIAC Input Survey Results Summary (Core Principles)

Duke Energy and the Public Staff of the North Carolina Utilities Commission hosted Workshop 1 (WS1) of the Low Income Affordability Collaborative 

(LIAC) on July 29, 2021. Following WS1, Guidehouse requested input from LIAC members, via an online survey, to help inform the future direction 

and focus areas of the Collaborative over the next 12 months. This section summarizes the results of the LIAC Input Survey. 

Total number respondents 26

Percent of total LIAC organizations 

that provided input
53%

Percent of LIAC organizations 

present at WS1 that provided input
83%

LIAC organizations not present at 

WS1 that provided input
1

INPUT PARTICIPATION

Ten core principles ranked by level of importance to 

the LIAC’s ability to meet its 12-month objectives
WE COME PREPARED 
it is our individual responsibility 

to come prepared to participate 

in Collaborative discussions and 

to support Collaborative tasks

WE VALUE 

RESPECTFUL DEBATE
we embrace respectful debate 

as a valuable part of achieving 

the best outcomes and do not 

see debate of ideas as an 

attack on the people who hold 

those ideas

WE OFFER SOLUTIONS 
when we raise issues, we also 

present viable solutions

1

2 

3

TOP 3 CORE PRINCIPLES



LIAC Input Survey Results Summary (Sub-teams)

Participation interest in one or more sub-team any of the four proposed sub-teams listed below

A. Customer Challenges Sub-team

(exploring customer energy 

affordability challenges)

B. Affordability Metrics Sub-team

(benchmarking definitions of and metrics 

used for defining “affordability”)

C. Current State Offerings Sub-team

(investigating current assistance programs, 

rate designs, cost impacts)

D. Collaborative Coordination Sub-team

(engaging the EE and Comprehensive Rate 

Design Collaboratives)

The level of effort required by the Collaborative in order to meet its objectives will exceed what can be supported within the timeframe of the nine 

LIAC workshops planned. Additionally, the Collaborative recognizes the value in relying on the diverse expertise of individual LIAC members. The 

group raised the potential use of sub-teams for conducting much of the deeper exploration, engagement and analysis required to meet LIAC goals. 

In addition to engaging with 

the other North Carolina 

Collaboratives,  Sub-team D 

will also be asked to consider 

how other collaboratives 

perform the following and 

recommend an approach for 

the LIAC:

• LIAC “rules of consensus”

• LIAC recommendation 

review and prioritization 

process

DADDITIONAL SCOPE 

ADDED FOR SUB-TEAM
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LIAC 
SUB-TEAMS



LIAC Input Survey Results Summary (Sub-teams)

SUB-TEAM A

Customer Challenges 

SUB-TEAM B

Affordability Metrics 

SUB-TEAM C

Current State Offerings 

SUB-TEAM D

Collaborative Coordination 

exploring customer energy 

affordability challenges

benchmarking definitions of 

and metrics used for defining 

“affordability”

investigating current 

assistance programs, rate 

designs, cost impacts

engaging the EE and CRD 

Collaboratives; proposing 

consensus and prioritization rules

Lead/ 

Co-Lead

(Co-Lead Volunteer)

Arnie Richardson

La’Meshia Whittington

Conitisha Barnes

Ken Szymanski

Derick Clark

Jennifer Weiss

Thad Culley

Sub-team 

Members

• Carol Hardison 

• Scheree Gilchrist 

• Jack Floyd

• Lucy Edmondosn

• Munashe Magarira

• Kyna Grubb

• Will Harlan

• Heather, Pohnan

• Nancy Loehr

• Conitsha Barnes

• Tyler Fitch

• La’Meshia Whittington

• Derric Grier

• La’Meshia Whittington

• Rory McIlmoil

• Scheree Gilchrist 

• David Neal

• Alfred Ripley

• Mitch Carmosino

• Eddy Via

• Arnie Richardson

• Bradley Harris

• Nancy Loehr

• Conitsha Barnes

• Ken Szymanski

• Christina Cress

• Lisa FaJohn

• Anitra Watson

• Kathleen Richard

• Kay Jowers

• Derick Clark

• Alfred Ripley

• Claire Williamson

• Laura Langham

• Bradley Harris

• Tim Duff

• Thad Culley

• Christina, Cress

• Kathleen Richard

• Jennifer Weiss

• Claire Williamson

• Munashe Magarira

• David Neal

• Tim Duff

• Bradley Harris

• La’Meshia Whittington

Note: Additional guidance for sub-team activity will be provided during Workshop 2

Update Available
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INTERACTIVE

Endorsement

LIAC Objectives:

Would you agree?

4989 6248

Go to menti.com and use code 4989 6248 or access the link in the chat window
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North Carolina 
LIAC Analytics
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INTERACTIVE

Reaction

Consider our task:

Do we have the Data ?

4989 6248

Go to menti.com and use code 4989 6248 or access the link in the chat window
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Introductions

Name and Organization
• Motivations for Collaborative Participation 
• Alignment with current organizational strategy, goals or mission
• Additional context should we understand as we proceed
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BREAK
(Resuming at 2:25P)



SUB-TEAM FOCUS

Position the LIAC to prepare an 

assessment of current affordability 

challenges facing residential customers 

• Consider  the customer demographic 

data and other information

• Use the data and information to identify  

affordability challenges for NC 

residential customers

• Develop “assessment” 

recommendations

19

SUB-TEAM A

Customer Challenges 

• (Co-Lead Volunteer) (Org)

• Arnie Richardson (Duke Energy)

• La’Meshia Whittington (Advance 

Carolina, NC Black Alliance)

• Rory McIlmoil (Appalachian Voices)

• Carol Hardison (Crisis Assist. Ministry)

• Scheree Gilchrist (Legal Aid of NC)

• Peggy Force (NC Attorney Gen.’s Office)

• John Howat (NC Justice Center)

• Kay Jowers (Duke University)

• Jack Floyd (Public Staff)

• Lucy Edmondson (Public Staff)

• Munashe Magarira (Public Staff)

• Kyna Grubb (Rowan Helping Ministry)

• Will Harlan (Sierra Club – Asheville)

• Heather Pohnan (SACE)

• Tyler Fitch (Vote Solar)

• Nancy Loehr (Duke Energy)

• Conitsha Barnes (Duke Energy)

• Derric Grier (Duke Energy)

SUB-TEAM TASKS

1) Compile data inputs needed to 

conduct assessment 

2) Align on interpretation of data

3) Develop insights to share with boarder 

LIAC and propose assessment

TIMELINE CONSIDERATIONS

[TBD] [TBD] [TBD]

Exploring customer energy affordability challenges

* Subject to change based on input from LIAC and Sub-team Leads

SUB-TEAM CO-LEADS

SUB-TEAM MEMBERS

Working Draft



SUB-TEAM FOCUS

Position the LIAC to develop suggested 

metrics or definitions for “affordability” in 

the context of the Company’s provision of 

service in its North Carolina service 

territory and explore trends in affordability. 

• Address associated questions posed in 

the Commission order

• Report findings to broader LIAC

20

SUB-TEAM B

Affordability Metrics

SUB-TEAM CO-LEADS

SUB-TEAM MEMBERS

• La’Meshia Whittington (Advance 

Carolina, NC Black Alliance)

• Conitisha Barnes (Duke Energy)

• La’Meshia Whittington (Advance 

Carolina, NC Black Alliance)

• Rory McIlmoil (Appalachian Voices)

• Scheree Gilchrist (Legal Aid of NC)

• Alfred Ripley (NC Justice Center)

• John Howat (NC Justice Center)

• David Neal (Southern Environmental 

Law Center)

• Eddy Via (Duke Energy)

• Arnie Richardson (Duke Energy)

• Bradley Harris (Duke Energy)

• Nancy Loehr (Duke Energy)

• Conitsha Barnes (Duke Energy)

SUB-TEAM TASKS

1) Identify and compile information to be 

investigated 

2) Align on questions to be answered

3) Identify any expert input / opinions 

needed to support positions (LIAC 

education)

4) Suggest metrics / definition for 

“affordability” 

5) Prepare and present suggestions to 

broader LIAC for consideration

TIMELINE CONSIDERATIONS

[TBD] [TBD] [TBD]

Benchmarking definitions of and metrics used for defining 
“affordability”

* Subject to change based on input from LIAC and Sub-team Leads

Working Draft



SUB-TEAM FOCUS

Investigate the strengths and 

weaknesses of existing rates, rate design, 

billing practices, customer assistance 

programs and energy efficiency programs 

in addressing affordability

• Address associated questions posed in 

the Commission order

• Report findings to broader LIAC

21

SUB-TEAM C

Current State Offerings

• Ken Szymanski (Apartment 

Association of NC)

• Derick Clark (NC Community 

Action Association)

• Ken Szymanski (Apartment Association 

of NC)

• Christina Cress (CIGFUR)

• Lisa FaJohn (Dominion Energy)

• Anitra Watson (Dominion Energy)

• Kay Jowers (Duke University)

• Kevin Price (National Institute Economic 

Development)

• Peggy Force (NC Attorney Gen.’s Office)

• Derick Clark (NC Community Action 

Association)

• Alfred Ripley (NC Justice Center)

• Claire Williamson (NC Justice Center)

• Daniel Pate (NC Sustainable Energy 

Association)

• Forest Bradley-Wright

• Bradley Harris (Duke Energy)

• Kathleen Richard (Duke Energy)

• Tim Duff (Duke Energy)

SUB-TEAM TASKS

1) Identify and compile information to be 

investigated 

2) Align on questions to be answered

3) Identify any expert input / opinions 

needed to support investigation (LIAC 

education)

4) Conduct investigation(s)

5) Prepare and present findings to 

broader LIAC for consideration

TIMELINE CONSIDERATIONS

[TBD] [TBD] [TBD]

Investigating current assistance programs, rate designs, cost 
impacts

appropriate for implementation in North Carolina and, if so, what statutory or regulatory changes 

* Subject to change based on input from LIAC and Sub-team Leads

SUB-TEAM CO-LEADS

SUB-TEAM MEMBERS

Working Draft



SUB-TEAM FOCUS

Identify interim material produced from this 

collaborative to be shared and information 

available from each of the other two 

groups available to our groups. 

Support LIAC in development of approach 

for reaching LIAC “consensus” for making  

recommendations to the Commission

22

Engaging the EE and CRD Collaboratives; proposing 
consensus and prioritization rules

SUB-TEAM D

Collaborative Coordination

• Jennifer Weiss (Duke University)

• Thad Culley (Sunrun)

• La’Meshia Whittington (Advance 

Carolina, NC Black Alliance)

• Christina Cress (CIGFUR)

• Jennifer Weiss (Duke University)

• Claire Williamson (NC Justice Center)

• Munashe Magarira (Public Staff of the 

NC Utilities Commission)

• David Neal (Southern Environmental 

Law Center)

• Thad Culley (Sunrun)

• Bradley Harris (Duke Energy)

• Kathleen Richard (Duke Energy)

• Tim Duff (Duke Energy)

• Forest Bradley-Wright

SUB-TEAM TASKS

1) Identify information to be shared with 

EE and Comprehensive Rated Design 

Collaboratives 

2) Identify information available from the 

EE and Comprehensive Rated Design 

Collaboratives 

3) Determine, compile and report out to 

LIAC any relevant input from other two 

collaboratives

4) Develop and present recommended 

approach to LIAC “consensus”

TIMELINE CONSIDERATIONS

[TBD] [TBD] [TBD]

SUB-TEAM CO-LEADS

SUB-TEAM MEMBERS

* Subject to change based on input from LIAC and Sub-team Leads

Working Draft
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LIAC Input Survey Results Summary (Sub-teams)

SUB-TEAM A

Customer Challenges 

SUB-TEAM B

Affordability Metrics 

SUB-TEAM C

Current State Offerings 

SUB-TEAM D

Collaborative Coordination 

exploring customer energy 

affordability challenges

benchmarking definitions of 

and metrics used for defining 

“affordability”

investigating current 

assistance programs, rate 

designs, cost impacts

engaging the EE and CRD 

Collaboratives; proposing 

consensus and prioritization rules

Lead/ 

Co-Lead

(Co-Lead Volunteer)

Arnie Richardson

La’Meshia Whittington

Conitisha Barnes

Ken Szymanski

Derick Clark

Jennifer Weiss

Thad Culley

Sub-team 

Members

• Carol Hardison 

• Scheree Gilchrist 

• Jack Floyd

• Lucy Edmondosn

• Munashe Magarira

• Kyna Grubb

• Will Harlan

• Heather, Pohnan

• Nancy Loehr

• Conitsha Barnes

• Tyler Fitch

• La’Meshia Whittington

• Derric Grier

• La’Meshia Whittington

• Rory McIlmoil

• Scheree Gilchrist 

• David Neal

• Alfred Ripley

• Mitch Carmosino

• Eddy Via

• Arnie Richardson

• Bradley Harris

• Nancy Loehr

• Conitsha Barnes

• Ken Szymanski

• Christina, Cress

• Lisa FaJohn

• Anitra Watson

• Kathleen Richard

• Kay Jowers

• Derick Clark

• Alfred Ripley

• Claire Williamson

• Laura Langham

• Bradley Harris

• Tim Duff

• Thad Culley

• Christina, Cress

• Kathleen Richard

• Jennifer Weiss

• Claire Williamson

• Munashe Magarira

• David Neal

• Tim Duff

• Bradley Harris

• La’Meshia Whittington

Note: Additional guidance for sub-team activity will be provided during Workshop 2

Update Available
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ROUND 
TABLE

• Establish ground rules / protocols Enables cocreation of the “rules of engagement”



Homework & Look-Ahead
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WHEN

Targeting early November for 

LIAC Workshop 3

WHAT

Formalize LIAC Subteam 

assignments

Position for Consolidated 

Collaborative Session

YOUR TASK(S)

• Additional Subtask details

• Endorsement Survey

Next Steps
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INTERACTIVE

Progress

Keeping the End in Mind:

Will we be successful?

4989 6248

Go to menti.com and use code 4989 6248 or access the link in the chat window
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ADJOURN

THANK 
YOU 

all for your 
commitment & 
engagement
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Reference Material
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Collaborative Engagement Plan (proposed)
Low Income Collaborative Workshop Series

Session Target Topics /  Objective Target Outputs Relevant Milestones

1 Collaborative Launch 7/29 • Understand participant motivations

• Establish common understanding

• Define protocol / decorum

1) LIC Operating agreement

2) Measures of success

3) Key Priority Areas

► Convene LI Collaborative within 90 

days of order 

2 Current Affordability Challenges 

& Trends

9/15 • Review findings of demographic  & 

Trends research

1) Data to support scope of challenge 

and trends

3 Defining Affordability & Eligibility 

Criteria

11/1 • Review benchmarking results

• Alignment activities on definition and 

eligibility criteria

1) Endorsed definition

2) Endorsed eligibility criteria

3) Potential metrics/KPIs

► Initial Progress Report within 180 

days of order

4 Existing LMI Programs 

Assessment

12/15 • Overview of current programs

• Assessment discussion 

1) Assessment findings

2) Collaborative feedback

► Coordination w/ Energy Efficiency 

Collaborative

** Combined collaborative session 

(tentatively targeted for Q1)

Q1 • LIAC / Rate Design / Energy Efficiency 

Joint Collaborative Session

5 Existing Rates & Billing and 

Nonpay Disconnect  Practices 

Assessment

2/1 • Overview of current rates/practices

• Assessment discussion 

1) Assessment findings

2) Collaborative feedback

► Quarterly Progress Report 

6 Assessment of specific Concepts 3/15 • Minimum bill, Income based rates, Rate 

class segmentation, Expanded eligibility

1) Assessment findings

2) Collaborative feedback

7 Funding Sources 5/1 • Existing funding sources

• Estimation of need

• Supplemental funding concept 

1) Assessment findings

2) Collaborative feedback

► Quarterly Progress Report 

► Coordination w/Rate Study 

Collaborative

8 Draft Recommendations 6/15 • Walkthrough draft recommendations

• Align on review process

1) Feedback on draft

9 Final Recommendations 8/1 1) Endorsed final report ► Final Recommendations Report 

Collaborative Meeting Plan
• Nine (9) full sessions through July 2022 

• Use if sub-teams /sub-team meetings as needed

• Two-hour to three-hour sessions every six (6) weeks

* 



LI Collaborative Participant List*

ORGANIZATION PARTICIPANTS ORGANIZATION PARTICIPANTS ORGANIZATION PARTICIPANTS

Public Staff of the North 

Carolina Utilities Commission 

Lucy Edmondson

Jack Floyd 
Charlotte Area Fund Nick Wharton NAACP

Dr. Anthony 

Spearman

NC Attorney General’s Office Peggy Force CIGFUR 
Christina Cress 

Patrick Buffkin
NCEMC Tim Dodge

Duke Energy Carolinas/Duke 

Energy Progress

Kendal Bowman

Conitsha Barnes

Kendrick Fentress

Tim Duff

Nancy Loehr

City of Raleigh Gregory Jenkins

NCSEA

Peter Ledford

Ward Lenz

Laura LanghamCrisis Assistance Ministry Carol Hardison

Dominion

Cory McCann 

Lisa Messina FaJohn

Lauren Wood Biskie

North Carolina Community 

Action Association
Sharon Goodson

North Carolina Justice Center
Al Ripley

Claire Williamson

AARP

William Malcolm

Lisa Riegel

Steve Hahn

NC League of Municipalities Sarah Collins Sunrun Thad Culley

Nicholas Institute
Jennifer Weiss 

Kay Jowers
Vote Solar Tyler Fitch

Advance Carolina Lameshia Kaminski Rowan Helping Ministries Kyna Grubb
National Institute Economic 

Development
Kevin Price

Apartment Association of 

North Carolina
Ken Szymanski SACE

Forest Bradley-Wright

Heather Pohnan
Legal Aid of North Carolina Scheree Gilchrist

Appalachian Voices
Tom Cormons

Rory McIlmoil
Sierra Club

Dave Rogers

Will Harlan

NC Dept of Health and 

Human Services - LIEAP
Allison Smith

Carolina Small Business 

Development Fund 
Kevin Dick

Southeast Energy Efficiency 

Alliance
Anne Blair 

NC Dept of Envir Quality –

State Weatherization
Paula Hemmer

ChargePoint Matthew Deal
Southern Environmental Law 

Center
David Neal Guidehouse (Facilitator)

Chip Wood

Jamie Bond

GH Support Team

30
* As filed with NCUC as of July 24, 2021

Update Available



(1) Prepare an assessment of current affordability challenges facing 

residential customers. The assessment should: 

a. Provide an analysis of demographics of residential customers, including 

number of members per household, types of households (single family or 

multi-family), the age and racial makeup of households, household income 

data, and other data that would describe the types of residential customers 

the Company now serves. To the extent demographics vary significantly 

across the Company’s service area, provide additional analysis of these 

demographic clusters. 

b. Estimate the number of [low income] customers  -- i.e., customers who live 

in households with incomes at or less than 150% of the federal poverty 

guidelines (FPG), and those whose incomes are at or less than 200% of 

the FPG. 

c. For the different demographic groups identified as part of a. and b., 

provide an analysis of patterns and trends concerning energy usage, 

disconnections for nonpayment, payment delinquency histories, and 

account write-offs due to uncollectibility. 

(2) Develop suggested metrics or definitions for “affordability” in the 

context of the Company’s provision of service in its North Carolina 

service territory and explore trends in affordability. Questions to be 

answered include but should not be limited to:

a. How is “affordability” defined and applied in other jurisdictions particularly 

for those with similar legal and regulatory frameworks, i.e., vertically 

integrated investor-owned utilities? 

b. What criteria (both qualitative and quantitative) should the Commission 

consider when determining who would be eligible for different types of 

affordability programs?

(3) Investigate the strengths and weaknesses of existing rates, rate design, billing practices, 

customer assistance programs and energy efficiency programs in addressing affordability. 

Questions that should be addressed include: 

a. What defines a “successful program” and what metrics should be monitored and presented that 

show the impact of programs on addressing or mitigating affordability challenges? 

b. What percentage of residential customers are eligible for each existing program and what 

percentage of eligible customers enroll in and/or take advantage of these programs? 

c. What is the impact of existing programs on the energy burden for enrolled customers? 

d. Should existing programs be maintained, replaced or terminated? If maintained, should any 

changes be made to improve results? If programs are replaced, what would replace them? 

e. Are the following programs, in addition to any others agreed upon by the collaborative, appropriate 

for implementation in North Carolina and, if so, what statutory or regulatory changes are necessary 

to permit implementation: (1) minimum bill concepts as a substitute for fixed monthly charges; (2) 

income-based rate plans, such as Ohio’s percentage of income payment plan; (3) segmentation of 

the existing residential rate class to take into account different levels of usage; (4) expanding 

eligibility for DEC’s current SSI-based program to include additional groups of ratepayers; and  (5) 

the inclusion of a specific component in rates to be used to fund supplemental support programs. 

Priority should be given to identifying affordability programs that comply with the current statutory 

framework, however the collaborative may describe high potential programs that have been 

successful in other jurisdictions but which would require statutory changes for implementation in 

North Carolina. 

f. How do specific programs addressing affordability affect cost-causation and allowance of costs 

among classes? 

g. How does cost-of-service allocation affect rate design and affordability of rates? 

h. What, if any, practices and regulatory provisions related to disconnections for nonpayment should 

be modified or revised? 

i. What existing utility and external funding sources are available to address affordability? Estimate 

the level of resources that would be required to serve additional customers 

j. What are the opportunities (and challenges) of the utilities working with other agencies and 

organizations to collaborate and coordinate delivery of programs that affect affordability concerns?
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Collaborative Timeline & Milestones

• Within 90 days of the date of this Order, the Company and the Public Staff shall

convene a collaborative for interested stakeholders to address the affordability of

electric service for low-income customers. The collaborative should be facilitated by a

third party with experience in affordability issues. The Company should solicit from

interested stakeholders the names of individuals that should be invited to participate

in the collaborative. As an example, interested stakeholders could include the Public

Staff, the AGO, NCJC, NCHC, NAACP, AARP, Legal Aid of North Carolina, etc.

Stakeholder groups that want to be directly represented in the collaborative’s work

should contact the Public Staff to signal their interest in participating. A final list of

participants including support for their participation should be submitted to the

Commission. After reviewing this recommended list, the Commission will either

accept or suggest modifications to the list.

• Within 180 days of the date of this order, the Company and the Public Staff shall file

with the Commission a report (individually or jointly) that briefly summarizes progress

to-date including any noteworthy interim findings or recommendations. Thereafter,

progress reports are to be filed quarterly.

• Within 12 months of the date of the first workshop, the Company and the Public

Staff are required to file a joint final report with the Commission outlining the feedback

and recommendations obtained in the collaborative, including any new programs, rate

schedules, and funding mechanisms that have wide or consensus support of

stakeholders. In addition to the report identifying stakeholder consensus, it should

also identify programs that were studied and supported by a number of stakeholders

but may not have reached full consensus.

• The Commission will then issue a procedural order allowing for the public and

interested parties to comment on the joint final report.

Collaborative Outputs

• The collaborative recommendations should include a mix of proposed programs that

can be implemented in the near term and those that will require additional lead time to

implement due to complexities.

For example, the Commission anticipates/expects concrete proposals that (a) include

both elements of rate design and programs that can be layered on top of existing or

future rate plans, (b) can be implemented by petition and proceedings prior to the next

general rate case because the proposals do not include rate design changes, (c) will be

proposed by DEC for consideration in its next general rate case, and (d) have been fully

costed out.

• The Commission does not intend the stakeholder processes for affordability and

comprehensive rate design to be mutually exclusive or contingent upon the completion

of either stakeholder process. If consensus is achieved on particular issues surrounding

affordability, proposals may be brought forward for consideration as soon as

practicable. Given the overlapping nature of the work of the energy efficiency

collaborative, the proposed rate study effort, and the affordability collaborative, those

working on the three efforts should, to the extent possible, stay abreast of and consider

the ongoing work of the separate teams as they each carry out their work.

At a minimum, each progress report should include a section that describes the major

interactions and connections between the affordability collaborative and the rate study

and energy efficiency stakeholder groups. The Commission recommends that to the

extent appropriate, interim material produced from each of the three groups be made

available to each of the other groups. The Commission recommends holding at least one

in person or virtual joint meeting of the three groups to specifically identify and discuss

key areas of concern.
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